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wot sobbing and crying.

Oh JI ears

hearts fairly ached, you know.

he. 7 cur

Mother put us all to

bed, and said that the little "birds would he put into a
©age, and nothing would hurt them, hut we told of the poor
mothers, and how they were cryingi and then we would
begin sobbing and crying again.

.And at the same time

{D««,,it J be

ou.i.1 h« doing tMnrrr to drive. thm out

of their nests I

A boy is % great mixture, you know. I

have often thought of that,

(Au,17).
One of our recreations was in scrambling among the
cssage and ruins of far?*ros old Dunbar castle, very famous
in Scottish history.

It was to that old castle that M»

ward, after his defeat .at B&nnookhurn, fled, and wade
his escape to ifnglaM from... there by way of Berwick on the
Twmd.

1*8 tried to «oe tb could climb highest on the

peaks and crags.of that old masonry, a thousand years old.
the mortar was so good, and the work mm so good in. tRt

48.
old castle, altheug it was done in those early days
before the discovery of the method of making mad
fashioning stone out of this cement, that in blasting
a portion of the foundation of that old castle, the
vterlmm found that theMeet in,/ of the old masonry, was
a touch more difficult piece of work thm blasting the
hard roloanio rock that the masonry stood on.

On those

old crags, we took chances that no carious mountainet*
would T«r attempt, and that I did not fall md end ay
mountaineering in those early days when we were little
boys was a wonder. Put it. was on those crag.

peaks

that I first oommeneec my mountaineering.
Our y\r&9% they were all games of the roughest kind,
of running and jumping and wrestling, but certainly not
any mere strenuous than the football games of the present
clay.
When I first heard of Hell;

The servant girls wery

fon« of telling us, if we did anything wrong, that we
™«M b. put in BWX, a«5 b„ lrara»a

ln tH,t

,wtt0KlME
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pit, smr4 I imagined a great |t§, queer 001ie«xn t built
up of suMAitty, like the old castle t only .that the walls
were all smudged and Mack like the inside of a chimney,
s|»d I did not car© if they did put ate in there, for 1
felt that 1 could »r : ®al oot (climb out) g ,ff 1 s^ttr
imagined that it would be a mighty queer wall if I couldnt
put some holes in that soot and climb out.

Curious, the

ideas we get J 1 really wee newer much frightened about
Hell.

I thought there really must be some way of climb

ing out of It| and It was to be done by climbing, you
know,  by ncountai leering II
I also practiced mountaineering on the roof of the
building that we lived in.
ghosts,

We were great believers in

flhost atc.rles m got also from, the servants, w

new*r from my father and

3 ,other.

I/O ware living in a house which my'father purchased,
which had belonged to a physician, and the servant girl
told us that the ghost of that, dead doctor was still

rf£SU"""
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living in some of the dark rooms in the ssoond story (Ton
see we had dark room® in our house * a asuoh. larger house
than m needed, and there was a very heavy tax on win
dows, so that the reeriis that were not weed were hoarded
up, so that we would not have to pay bo ©any window
taxes)

Our bedroom was adjacent to a large dark room

which had in it a whole lot of chemical apparatus in the
way of glass tubing and glass retorts, and also some
brass retorts; and we thought that those instruments were
still used by that old m,m£wm dead doctor when he used to
be compounding nia rhyaao.

And one kind of faring; vac,

when we were put to bed early, us boys, up in this upper
bedroom, my brother David m& 1;  we slept in one of
those o^dfashioned bedsteads that had curtains, and in
Summer the days are very long; 1 think the sun acts some
thins ofter nine o'olook, and the twilight lasts longer,
so that it was hardly dark at /all any part of the night;
and mother would.put us to bed about seven o»clock, and

GgWt
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took us In and draw the curtain®, and fell us to 11#
still and sleep, like gude bairns; m& we lay still
until she went downstairs, and no longer.

We had our

long nightgowns on, and we would itmmdlately get out of
"bed and "begin daring each other, and begin telling
»Scootc''#rs1.

We would dare eao other to go into that

dark room, where that ghost was; then one of us would
venture in a few step®, and then ®mm hmte and dare the
ether one, and see If he would venture in and net get
cmight by that ghost.
»

One night I thought that we would practice mountain*
serine on the slats roof. Our "bedroom was lighted by
two dormer window® that opened out on the slate roof;
and I opened the window and hung myself out over the
slate®, holding on to the window sill, and the wind
was blowing our nightgowns up like baloorm ! I then
asked David if he dared do that

hell, he got out and

hung on the nlmion ©ill, too. Then I went out the second

o&m
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time, and: hung by one hsndj and David then die the saw.
Then I hung hy on# f mger, being careful not. t,o slip; and
he did. that too. Then. X got out altogether» and hung
and
out am examined the idge of the mil of the dormer
window, and thought I could creep out altogether, and. get
out on the roof of the dorrner window, and 1 did.

I got

out and cradled ur cautiously. The wind was howling, and
It Is a wonder it didn't pull tee off. I got out and
©at astride, looking out over the garden wall Into the
garden, and then I managed to oautlouoly slip down, and
actually get in again  oewe around the corner, and get
in t h e window. But I took the rdcUeulows caution,
showing the true caution of the practiced mountaineer: I
said, "ITow, Dave, ayhe I'll slip, hut I'm sure when I'm
going over the eaves to catch the rough portion, and hang
hy my hanAo, and this is a last resort,
If would ensure a

f®, although

thrashing from father, I

mad® hire promise that he would immediately run downstairs
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and toll father to mike hast® m& get a ladder and get
aseit doWB{ rmtm hast® because t would Is® getting tired ©f
hanging there by my h a ds,,
of getting tag

I foresaw the possibility

up there, and if they were Blow in

getting r.e, ay a»,s would ret tired ran >lng..

But I rade

t« trip, and got safely hash into the bedroom.

Bairid

was not going to be outdone, and ho got down and crawled
up on top of the roof of the dormer window, and then he
undertook to get down, and just ae I did,, he found it
rety mph more difficult to gel down than to get up, and
he coirrenoed t© greet (to cry) that he oouldna get doom
and I leaned out of the window and said
1*11 heir ye doon.

M:dnna

greet,

tf you greet, father will hear us and

giwe us an awful tl rahing". So 1 got down and held
on by the casing of the window, and told Mr: to slip his
feet clown, and I world get' a hold of him#

X slid him

carefully down until hie feet were loyal with the window,
and then got a brace myself, and dragged him In by the

0W2$
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heel»| and that ended the *80©otohe:i , s w Cor noun tatneeri*!$)
Si:lXBSI0CTEI8BI  cliffclimbing  for that might, We were
"both so frlr'rtor.ed Uvit we iimedi ately went to tod.
In Winter, when it was, on the contrary, ftiurk even
When we were put to bod  the nights were correspondingly
long in Winter, of course, and those might# we put in
in going into the dark room and then going booJc and
daring the ghosts.

Although'we were m soared of the

ghosts, we too' v pleasure in seeing how far weeould
fri

t

ourselves wUhoui atting canaht wtth the ghosts.

But most of the long hours that we did not require
for sleep, being put to "bed so early  I mm not sura but
what we were rut to bed about si* in the Winter tiffs® *
Mother would come and. see that we were carefully covered,
and tell or to lie still lib® gude balms., and.go to
sleep, and then we would immediately begin to visit other
countries.

We s t a r t e d a r o u n d t h e w o r l d , t n d t h e f i r s t

country we visited was frf^o^, though wo had no idea

' " , . .a
filial' .
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where it was. We heard, a goodjfc&ea:3. of French. We would
start 'buryowing; underneath the bedclothes, 'Jilt moles
underneath the around, and then under the bed, and u ,

18888^—
wmm
 RBI
V«'sC
mm
&

back and forth, until we got to franeej and in a similar

,

.4
.. J

way we visited India and America, Australia and Few
Zealand, and all the places we had heard talked .about. We
Made all those Journeys under the blanket#. Those Jour

ismmsi

neys, howevert never ended, excepting when we fell asleep.

11

and sleep always overtook u# on those long Journeys under

_ _
iijs

the clothes, and <m never knew khan# we were. Mother

liili
K

would some to take ±Jae last look at us before she went to

isi
>k>VvV

bed, to see that we were covered, and we were covered

l||f|| § ^
*

all right. I!She had difficulty in finding us ecmetiwes#.
She would find us in all sorts of positions, down under

mijm
; s. >
K

neath the blankets, and she would straighten us up, so

—
J

that in the morning we were always reposing on our pil

11!
ill
I
jHBRmf

lows like guri* bairns, as she Said,
When I muds m$ first  in fact thef|My » visit to
Scotland I think it was in 96. T. went b««v

tww,

cJfV2V
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where I wm born, and I recognized the old town hall
and the harbor, and the old castle, and I discovered one
school mat® who was a merchant in Dunbar, and I got hi®
to introduce me to the present owners of the house we
lived in.

I was anxious to go upstairs to XMM. our old

bedroom, to examine that dormer window, and see what sort
of a pro"bier it

mm. T hoisted the window, and the land

lady allowed ice to go upstairs and carefully examine that
slate roof.

It had never been changed, and with all my

sifter experience in dangerous mountaineering, I found
that what I bad done when I was a boy was beyond my skill.
T would not again venture to do t! e same thing for any
thing.

I could not attempt itJ I could not do it. Tt

was a dreadfully straight roof of slates, and I could not
see anything to get'Up on that roof "ith.
fact that boys will take chances.

Showing "he

But the fact that my

brother followed in everything that I did, although he
was not so successful as I was, accomplishing only half
the difficulty that I did..

But the fact that he did most

66.

of the thicks shows that any hoys would do It. fe
were all adventurous wretches, all of us Sootoh boys.
Although a few of thaw kept tip that same adventurous
life, most of the® settled down to professions or bust**
««»» there, and never att into practice the lessons of
their youth an that line.
Clir.bing trees mm also a fi ne thing; m& scaling
garden wall® to steal aprles. Boy® could get over garden
walls that grown people would not try. We made out to
get up on the walls by leaning against each other, or
standing on each other and getting up, staking a living
ladder in that way; and to make these walls doubly mmm,
secure from marauders, many of those.garden walls were
finished, on top with broken bottles; a bed of lime spread
thick, and. then broken bottles imbedded in the lime,'
leaving those broken edge® sticking up. But that didn't
Stop us. .We would carry up our little bap with sows
grass, put it on top to make the top comfortable, and
like the Douglas Squirrel® that start to eat the seeds

r>7.
of the sugar plxte®, the yellow pines » the conifers,
a® we ©all them, long, long "yetore they are ripe, in
the same way we mtat,tmee& with apple® about, as soon a®
they were forged, to fill our rochets with the®; eat
probably 75 or 100 of these apple® at a meal, and then,
of course, we had had night® after It, and the universal

remedy for sore stomachs would he % liberal allowance
of Spew*: falts,

>\ a it is wonderful, the risks we wr

would, take in clearing the wall® to steal «* by low# I
to all did it  all the school boy® did it.

hben we

were met on the road "by .farmers going into town, or
were wandering along t1©highways and brays, our charac

ter was usually known by everybody, that we were a set
of marauder®.

Usually, if they spoke to us at all,

they vould shout: "You vagabonds, gang back to toon,
you ire uy to some mischief }! "

If wo could not get

apples to steal, we would steal turnips in the field 
turnips and carrots, and we would fill ourselves up on
V at stuff.
ten*}

.

Our food in those days was simply aa allowance of
porridge, usually with

little milk to it; then. if

not mi
|
Ik treacle (soia4ses)'«

fliers "as simply a row

of little wooden bowls aado of staves, little short
staves,  those little tubs, probably a couple of
f'""83 aeej ,

?rt  '. . na

p * called lungies, They

get their nmm from that long itw® that sticks up like
an ear.

In Burn's poeu of *T!w Twa Dugs" {The Two

Bogs), one was the shepherd's sollie and the other on®
was a Newfoundland

It &aye

His mouth, his ear, hie eer, (eyes), his luge,
Showed h# was, none o» Sootland's dupe,
::,ut wall.plt oot^ewhere far abroad...
o « e e
Is never dreamed of anything to coma after the por
ridge. he sirrly supped ab it was there,

I never

dreamed of suoh a thing being possible that we could
get a little acre porridge, mush less that we could
get anything else.

That was unthinkable. Just that

porridge, and,then the servant washed our faces, and
m were told to get off to school,
<?£»" 2f

We car* home it
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noon ravenously hungry.} we had had no chance to steal
anything when we were to school, yon know.
We had ureally vegetable broth, with, perhaps,
a piece of mutton boiled In it  perhaps as much as a
cubic Inch of mutton with the brothj bat the only
thing we did not like wee belly .meal so ones.

It was

the onlything we did not like, and therefore we got
all we wanted of it, end In decDeration we had, of
course, to eat those miserable things.

That represented

our luncheon, or, *h*t they called the TO , 11nner. Then
back to school.
games.

We took the most violent kind of

We were always hungry} hungry after our meals,

and hungry all the rest of the tine, but we didn't
think about it at all until we got home.
what they called tea when we got home.

Then we had

That consisted

of half a slice of white bread, without butter} and
whit they called tea was nothing in the world but hot
water with a little milk and, sugar In it. {nothing to

I
.
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i%

tioular there was a lesson mm1® up of quotation from
J

1I

t h e  a t ura1.1st, . i .<son t ( i 13on the Cm 11:h.o loyli}. i?e
was the son of a wearer in Paisley, Scotland, a dwent
to Anerikk and nade a reputation for himself as an
ornithologist,#

ile hao a fine descript Ion of the fish

hawk, and the American bald eagle, that, I used to not
only rem. at the school for a lesson, but I used to
steal time to read t* ever <mC over Mm in, till I got
it fey heart .

it tolcl how that poor fish h*«v was

dlrclir.f over the waters, not knowing that every motion
was sharply watched fey m eagle, perched on the tor of
a dead, tree.

When t h e f i s h hawk d e s c r i e d some f i s h

below the water, even a considerable depth below

the

water, then he poised hlmskif and isadea plumg* down
under the water{ and then the eye of the eagle began
t o k i n d l e , >ma ha s p r e a d h i s w i n g s , re.yiy f o r f l i g h t ,
watching for the err.ercenoe of that fish hawk, and if
he had been successful and had <% fish in his talone,

Of#24.
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just as soon as he emerged and began to fly up with
his prey, the eagle launched himself and pursued'him,
Tmn cmm a wonderful test of skill in the air, the

fish ha#* circling higher and higher, trying to hoop
above the eagle, and the eagle soaring higher and

mm
SB
,V?
t'# ,
Sltistif
 . := .

higheri "ind on account of the flat* hawk being encum

*

il»»M
IWlHHiHB
SS&SaHe.
0
" :/

bered with his prey he rapidly overtook him, got above
toe f iff, hawk, m& th n nth a ory of despair, the fish
hawk dropped his prey, and then, steadying himself for
a moment to take iim, the oagle went do n, swift as
a thuftder bolt, urr! sieved tha falling find long before
it reached the sea.

mm

That was In my mind,
in

And then there was a wonderful story about

Audubon, the great ornithologist.

He described the

passenger pigeon, tolling of the largo flooks, tnd
describing their breeding places, mere countless
millions assembled in certain forests to rear their
young.

Oftentimes % dozen or more nests  there might

be as rany as twenty  on a single tree,and branches
0?V2<9
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ill bent down with the weight of the nests,

the farmer

would go at nights with long poles and heat the nests
down* heating down countless thousands of the young
pigeons,, and then in the morning, drive their large
hands of hogs to fatten on the young, and the pigeons
were devoured by them.

One night when I was at grandfather's, getting my
usual long string of lessons by heart, my father came
over, which he seldom did, to grandfather'©* and he
said, "John, you don&t need to get uour lesson© tonight,
for tomorrow rooming

we are going to start for Amerloa*

and I was delighted, of course* and father told me to
go bach to school and gat my shte and geography and
copy booh, and" things like that* and after .my father
went away grandfather

gave Dave and I a gold coin

apiece, and looked, very serious.

Re didn't like the

idea, of course, in hi© old age, of being deserted "by
us boys and girls, and my mother going to America* and
Ofi/i'S

64,
and when we spoke of what we were going to do, he
"began to a ay how in America the trees had sugar in them,
arid X a «id that I was going to get a lot of sugar out
of these trees ard send It to him, hack in Poofland,
and then I told him how there would he no more school,
and no more Masons to get.

And we were Just in a

glorious, triumphant state of mind, you know, and It
was such a contrast to grandfather, looking *ith down
cast eyes on the floor, as though he was greatly
troubled. There could not be % greater contrast than
between then old ran and the boys.

T almost forgot that

my brother David was present, because he had a habit
of never saying much, and left me to be the spokesman

always; and when X was telling what a fine time we
would have hunting birds* nests ana eagles, and so forth
he interrupted, by simply saying in a low voice *Tou*ll
find plenty of BARD, hard, WORK#

And BO we did.

Well, when I went on the street that night, X told
f

every one of my echofcvvtes that X met  kept Juat

65*

repeating those glorious words, that I was going t©
America tomorrow morning, and, of course, they would
not believe it} none of there would believe it.

I said,

*^ell, you ,hist »e® if I am at school tomorrow morning f
I n Sootland  at all th© schools in Scotland 

the most correct English was spoken.

Titer© was no

better English spoken in England than in the schools,
of Scotland, although not a single word of English
mag spoken in th© playground, of* cut o? school* English
was purely s school language, as different, almost, m
Scotch was from trench.

Iron in after life, possibly

you were well educated, you haul gone through college,
hut the Scotch always spoke Scotch to each other, with
the exception of times when they became unduly excited,
on th® only two subjects that ever a Scotchman get®
excited, and that »a® religion and politic®,

then two

Sooftfciunan would be dismissing some question of theology
or politic®, as long as th® controversy went on with
some moderation, end they kept their temper, then it
ae¥^f

was

good broad Scotch that was used on both sides,j

but If one of the» became angry, as was likely to hap
pen, then he Immediately began speaking the most cor
rect English, and his antagonist would draw himself
up and say "Weil, (he kept hia Hootch !) there is nae
use pursuing this subject any farther for I see that
ye ae gotten to your English*"

There wasno use after

that, he was angry I
With nothing but pure unadulterated hope and joy
we turned our back on our beloved Scotland. % could
not then know what we were leaving, or what we were
to encounter in the new world.

We were in so violent

a storm of joy in escaping the school, and with all
that wilderness before us, especially a 80hoolJ.es®,
bookless wilderness (By Jove Jwe didn't want any books),
that we couldn't even get up a decent regret in having
to leave for a time mother and part of the children.
In those early days, emigrants from Scotland

0942*}
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to the American wilderness quit© frequently left their .
Wives behind with their parents and the youngest of
the children until a far® had hsen found .and a house
made to receive them,

father took with Mm a sister

two years older than myself * she would 'be thirteen *
1 was eleven, and Pave was nine,

father set off with

three children and left the two youngest children,
and also left my oldest sister to help mother in taking
oars of those two children, and than <y youngest brother
was also left *

X think he was about sir years old. So

their were four children left with mother, and three
of us were taken along by father.

We we t on to choose

a horse.
In crossing the Atlantic before the days of
steamships, or men the American clippers, the voyages
were quite long.
days.

Our voyage was six weeks and three

But because ws hid no lessons to get, that long

voyage which would he tedious beyond endurance now *
there was not a dull mo ent on tve trip for us hoys.
orV/?
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Wo matter how that old tub tossed about in the
atom®, we were on deck every day, and not the slight*
est hit of seasicknes®; we were too happy for that,
lather was somewhat siok, and so was my sister Sarah,
hut David and I were up every day in "in® weather,
playing games ^uet a© if we were hack again in the play
ground.

the captain would occasionally call David and

I Into his cabin, and hand us a book to look at, ask'
us what school we had been at| then he would hand us a
hook to read, and he appeared to be. astonished to find
that we could read and prnounoe the Inglish with the
most perfect accent,
finally, land cane in sight „
a large number of ©migrants aboard.

There were quite
They were discus*

sing the advantages of the different localities they
expected to settle in.

'My

father started with the

intention of going to the backwoods of Canada 
somewhere in Upper Canada.

There were successful,

however, in showing him the superior advantages in
'

otvw
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making a farm in ike backwoods of Wisconsin and Iowa
and Minnesota* especially i n Wisconsin an& Miohimm,
land was good, me, easily brought under cultivation,
wh#rftEs| in Canadat the woods were so heavy and close
that a man would wear out his life in getting a few
acres thoroughly cleared, and only hie children would
rear the .advantages of farming in t> *t country.

So he

changed hie mind and concluded to go out somewhere in
Wisconsin.
We happened to find a mm who had heard of
father fro® hie 'belonging to the seas church as his
brother in Bunbar, who was engaged in the wheat business
 grain business. He onid that goat of

4

he wheat that

came t© Buffalo (father then was in Buffalo) came from
®co no in, and that it atst be a good state#
what finally decided father to go there.

That was

This mm

gave him the nave of a settler not far from Fort
Winnebago . ten or twelve or fifteen mile© from there,
Jf¥&?
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and m msde for that trm* first w# stopped at a little
town called Kingston, and sw a land agent he*®, and
lis told us vher© to go, and gave us the

mm of a

man who Hired right on the very border of the settled
part of the oountryj and said that he thought that that
sen would go out into the wilderness with us, three
or four or five alias, and show us the section lines,
and enable us to rich or I a fan, fo father went out
to see this Mr* Gray, and left m children behind for
a fen d&pr in Kingston, in a rented room. It only
took us less than an hour'to get acquainted with sense
of the hoys in that village, and we began to dare them
to run rases, and climb trees; and wo wort quite set
tled in that place, although father was in one place,
and mother in another.

And m astonished then by our

feats in runningf climbing, etc.
In a few days, father ©aire back and told us
that in a day or two, a team of three yoke of oxen,
with a big wagon, would oora® to get all our things, and

ffih f
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ha»l us ttp to »©*s® plage where father had selected,
about four milee beyond arty settlement} right in the
virgin w®Mi.
Bat vhilo ha was building a shanty, 'he left us
children a second time in the bouse of this 'Mr. Gaavea,
who had assisted father in locating a quarter section
of land, ".e made ourselves it home there too, and it
who there that we first found venomous snake*, at least
w® thought they were

4e went wandering around and

visited another neighbor there, one of Mr. Graves*
neighbors} and on the way there were come ditches
near a marsh, and there we saw one of those striped
snakes, they have a habit of putting out their team
tongues, and  *» thought, that it was a venomous snake,
and were afraid to go near its but we immediately made
in attack on it, by standing hack a .rood distance, and
throwing stones at it.
fe amused ourselves looking at the squirrels
and *»>., and M«S., and salting
OW f

„t ho.™ m

?%
that wilderness too, for it was the next thing fc© a
wilderness « trhv

t;:v< settles.

We finally were hauled out to the new cabin.

Mr,

Graves hM assembled two &r three friends who htlred
to raise the shanty.

The shanty was made of burr ©ah

logs » a grand oak, that 1 have become acquainted with
pretty well, all through 'Uiehlgasi, sose In Iowa, and
a great deal in finnSsota, ana it extends way down into
eastern Texas, and there attains its greatest else, and
i

the tallest of all the Aserioan oaks.

It reaches a

h»1r't of 150' fa1 , J th> ,,,
It had a regular shanty roof, that Is, instead
ofhaving a, roof with two aides, it had only one aids,
and

door, and one :ind®sr, and then hoards for a roof.
f®
rnisa
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before over wo took a lock at the shinty when
we arrived, Dave and I tool.? a jiuap down off that load
of household goods,

r.s had aissovered a bird's nest,

and we climbed up a burr oak t© a blue .lay's nest.a
ostfJ f

n.
bird ft® had not neon before.
lunpb.

Th.at ran or~ first tri»

bird evidently bad not seen any

wooteb

b©yn before, and nod a. desperate scream. 1% sent tap
and saw the eggs, and counted them, let therc alone,
core on down» feeling that we wer© already beginning
to get rich.

We began to count how .many more birds»

nests we could find. How utterly careless a hoy of
that age, dropped down in a virgin wilderness is of
everything that is to cores, and everything that is
past.
there is an essential unity between pure wilder
ness and. human nature when that nature is uninterrupted
by the cares and teachings and lessons or religion
that come later.

But we fell right into the arms of

the wilderness like that' lust turn a boy loose in
a wilderness lifce that, and his education begins right
off.

That was another school for us altogether, m&

the lessons were pursued in an entirely different
spirit.
0?¥2<f
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AH our other lemon® wro taken because we
"had to take them, or have this skin system applied to
us. "But in the true wilderness we needed no lesson}
we needed no urging.

The lessons confronted us, and

like those people in Corinth {spoken of in the Bible)
Paul said that when ha preached the' gospel there, they
received it gladly.
lessons gladly.

Well, we received All. these

And we never had received one confound

ed lesson gladly hefor . Ci J that was a glorious mil*
demees} everything new J And that "bond of smity union
"between humanity and all the rest of the wilderness
that is pur©.

Verthiny else sinks out of sivht#

All

you. have to do is to present then wilderness to huutrn
nature, in the shape of a hoy, ear© free, and "bring
hi® In touch, ur.3 Mature does the rest.

It is like

simply pressirg a button ! And that was discovered
before wo hadhon a n.lnut© in our now home.

It resulted

it: the course of twentyfour hours in presenting a
problem that I haven't yet solved satisfactorily to
o% ywf
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fe

u®
myself. It in ailXI h gwose about it,
.  Whmn we went out next day to take a look at our
birds @ggs nr. there, we found they were all gone,

jjigsijg
«8i

and. \m "boys began to wonder bow in the world a "bird
*

like that could carry off those eggs without 'breaking

«sfi§
;

the®; « how he could get the whole of the® without
breaking them, because they were carried

IK

'*>**& there

eras not a fttngle evidence of a piece, or the contents
of the egg®, in the neat, ft carried thee; sway, sud
the birds worn gone,

BISSs

Thnn, we said, «$hyt if lie did

carry them mmyt how in the world could hsonrak he
1111
hays built another nest in the one day, and, if not,
where Aid he put those eggef*
the onesticn,

;?

jbri
H

Well,. I am ©till asking

We ?,  re n on f  "btrriaao a&red .Uion,
®K
SSS1

we bad some of the very ' set oralth.olor.iste in JLroartca,

WfMM
Jmm

the beat otsmervexc, who bars had a grant deal of #3S»

RSSif
perisnee in the woods and in studies of bird life; and
:57
itSlK

I presented that problem in particular to Robert Ridgwav
He frankly said that he waenH sure how it was done.
wfv'JW
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He aaid his guees was that they oarried them in their
mouths. X said TTew in the world could they 8®% them
into their mouths?*

IX said, "Oh, well, "than n "bird

stretches its hill open* it has quite a large open
mouth  far larger tn ® the narrowness of the hill
would suggest*. I Said, <*Hiat aould they do with the
eggs until they had a mr neatf* "Would they store
them, or plunder another bird, throw cut tits eggs' or
young| and put their own In*5*

Xfell, ha dld*i,t fcnotr

ghowtfij?
that  wasn't sure; and neither do I to this day tfti
the problmm that are presented to the naturalist
in almost wy nor:a.y.:.,not cf napnral history,
But we soon found many more nests, und nests
of birds that wem mom honest, and not half so
suspicious. That blue y:ty, a vonli r Pander "in: other
nests, and he would not trust us. Most ill the other
birds would, simply try to Arlfe m

or pay no

attention to uc; in ou:lio!cm3 or $ oh. uooanechoTc#
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We used to wonder how the woodpecker* could "bore a
hole so perfectly round » a true ? at'^ :i.t:ioal circle.
We ourselves could not have done it* even with gouges
and chisels.
a® those.

Wo used to ©scutate on such questions

Then we used to scfcxfe watch them feeding

their young , and wonder how the poor old "birds
oould feed those hungry babies, and how they could
manage to give each one. their share; for after they grew
a little stronger, one would get hie head out of the
hoi©, and meet the parent coming bach with the food.
And they oommenoed to feed those hungry babies in the
early morning, and they were olamorous for food until
sundown.

Proa morning till night,' those birds were

olaaordag away on the bark, and taking out worms, and
at intervals of a fewraimites, all the livelong day,
those h—babies ware beino fed.
Blue birds  they are a pugnacious set. The i
little fellows would flop down, and, actually, we were
afraid they would pick out'eyes out; and even the robin,
6&Xf.
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the hiyd that is supposed to he possessed of all the
virtues|  gentleness  I have seen the robin drive a
hoy ten ortwelve years ©Id on a run out o f the orchard
where they had a nest; o©me flying and sodding, and
picking at him.
And the great hawks  the hen hawk, m it is
called.

in
We town'" some of their nest®, under great

trees, and they would soar shove, and keep mmtkm
soaring round and* round, and when they saw ue attempt
to olimb a tree they would come down with a whoop at
us, and we would never venture to go u p to those hawk*®
nests.

We were afraid of the®,
W® were a great admirer of the Wing llrdts

pluok.

In Scotland the ideal of our ambition was

to he called good fightersi and we admired that quality
in the little shattering fiyoatoher that they called
t>« :*ing Bird, that whips all the other birds.

He

was particularly angry when a hawk omm round  on®

/

f
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pains to not only thrash, htm out of the tree where hie
nest was,: hut he drove him oitt of the countjy.

»#

I hair®

seen him drive him a mile or two, then he wou^M come
hack. His mat® would probably he sitting on the eggs
isi a large oak tree, prehably on the opening of
mendow, where he could get plenty of insects, and where
no

hlue jays or hawk# could cow® without his seeing

_ tm

them, so that he had plenty of foof, and a good, outlook.
When one of thoee hig hawks was discovered, no

"~rm

matter if he was still 100 yards away from the nest
tree, the male would Immediately go after Mm, and it
was ridiculous to see how that great strong "bird, as



soon as he sm that little waspish kigg bird coming#
he made off as fast as he could flash his wings. But
the king bird would'fly above him,*#fc* just a few feet.
and with a lot. of chattering, scolding notes, he would
dive, and ©very time he would dive he would, pick at
its
the hawk, and then make another dive, and after he had
picked him and scolded him and made a strong' fight on
Mm from above, and whacked him on the hack of the head

80
mat got him tired out, he would dive againf and sit
down on his shoulders, between hi*, wing® to xa* rest,
hut he still kept scolding and, chattering at him,
calling him. a blackguard, and so forth. Anyhow, it
had the same tone that one of our own quarrelsome
/

fellow beings would use in pouring the vials of wrath
on someone that had incurred hie displeasure, Then,
up and at it again I He would fly ip&mmrnatem above
him, and "begin picking him all over again, 7hi*. fellow
he would make away from that nest in a straight line,
and then the king "bird, he would get down and rest
again for a while. Then, when he had him fairly
licked, he would go home again to his mate, and begin
talking, evidently to her, telling her what a ./enderful
fellow he was, and how he had licked that oluusey hawk.
{That is where the naturalist would get in his fine
writing, hut John Burroughs never saw that. TTe wa*
never in that part of the country),'

81.
We used to marvel, too, at the great longlegged
sand hill
antwldHtibcoyanes. V? hired a .man to help clear ground
for a field to he pioswgksd ploughed up. This was In
early Spring when we arrived in that wilderness, just
Whan the plants were in hlooia, and the birds were
building their nests. Very few young ones war© hatched
out, Our .knowedge increased wider and rider, and we
used to call on an Eastern Yankee workman that we had,
and take all our pussies to Mm. We would ask him if
there was any bird in the world that the king bird
couldn't Hole. In particular we asked Mm if he could
lick a sand hill crane. He told us that the sand hill
crane would not pay any attention to him, and, anyway,
that the sand hill crane never oaiae to' his nest. , So we
let It g© at that  that he could lick everything
tie© on earth except a ©and !am crane.
One of the birds that created the greatest
astonlBhxe t in our minds was the whippoorwill. One
of them came every night, just about dusk, and sat on

DR.
a rook about thirty or forty feet from the door of our
and began shouting whippoorwill, mod we
could hear mm® of the® further off, but this one
came near, W? ashed the Yankee "What sort of a bird
Is that"? He said? "Why don't you hear it telling
its nmm*f

"He Istelling you hie naaaa* don't yon

hear Mint"
When you arevery near hi®, you can hear a.
hind of a gasp between each sail, something like a
Chuckle,
finally wo got sight of hi®, 1 thought ho waa
a wonderful bird.

And then, a near relative of his,

the bull hat, or night hank; a very small narrow Mil,
\

hut a vary wide yap. Tois? mouth is very large. A
grayish hlnli they nest on the ground. They give
a slight"teet1*, and then a quiver, and then give
utterance to a low "pee, pee, pee*; and then every now
and then they make a sudden dive, and say "bull."

OP/Jf
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"Bull "bat" is the common name. We used to marvel
at those falJows, %'< found lots of their testis 
really no nests at all."* they Ju#t lay their eggs
right on the ground, though they oloose % plane where
the ground is grassy, arid when they are off the it
r»©ats it is xlmost impossible to no tie© the mat* eggs
, on acoount of the aheense of the neat.

The nest would

only betray its position. They depend m moh upon
. their not being seen that if yon were walking rapidly
ahead they would allow you to stop within a foot of
then without flinching, m that if you did happen to
notice them they were very easily killed by any one
cruel enough to do it, by striking thea before they
got asn y. But if they &m you looking at them, they
left their nests, if they

mm they were observed, Seas*

times you oouM see lust their little eyes shining.
Then, if they die lew© their nests, they began like
4

a good many other birds, to pretend they were wwinded.
W>f
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They fluttered and gasped like they were dyingj "but
m mm surprised to find that Just when we were on
the point of overtaking them#they would always stop
to flutter a few yards further, until they had led
us on about a quarter of a mil© away from the nest, and
then our wonder grew greatly, for they Just quietly
xsctassat rose on their great strong wings and flew off
and left us. And Yankee took partion"lay pleasure*in
those birds, too. He would say, «BonH you cm that
he is wounded» why 'don*t you oatoh hiraf* Then we
would pursue him, and he would run us off maybe a
quarter of a utile, and then fly assay and leave us.
The wonderful ducks «* wood ducks » lived
there, and often even wntored wit* us. That in a
lovely bird, 1 think that is the handossnest fuck in
/*merica. On account of the inlet of our lake, it
all being derived from springs, it never wholly fro®©,
mid even when the masitimx thermometer was down hfffff

a?#??
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twenty or thirty degrees below Zero, it even kept the
lake open| perhaps an aero of surface; quite % little
opening{ and those beautiful wood ducks lived in the
little creek# and in the zsaems springs where the
creeks originatedf and occasionally they would go out
intothe little opening

in the lake.

The finest of our song birds was the brown
thrasher. He was a loud singer. In the eveningt after
a xImbhck shower he would get up on the top of a tree t
an hour or so before sundown, and just pour out Ms
©wsiC j while his sast© would he In the nest« always
in a pile of brush| 011 the ground} and if he noticed
a snake around there, he would furiously pitch in
and drive him off.
i

The next best songster that I remember among
the birds was the song sparrow. Ho was a delightful
singer. The way the music would gurgle out of that
spreckled breast was wonderful. We all learned to
love that fellow} and hm would corse early in the Spring.
K® was the first to £H&WM 4 ¥*
t
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the very first bird to arrive,
there «as no end to the pleasure we had watching
the redbeaded woodpecker.

We had sn advantage in'

the oak openingsj the ground wm open between the
widely planted oaks, five or six to the acre, so that
we could look all around us, and see the bird® when
they arrived, and watch them getting reefy to leave. I
think almost without exception that ©very bird that
came| earn© scattered In email flocks, or in pairsj hut
in leaving they always assembled In some open

place

where they would get together and talk the thing over;
and they would jbctk hold those meeting* for days and
day® before they finally left.

And we would never

see them leave, but we would get up early sow© morning
and find that they were gone.

It was said they migrated

in the night time, <md I think probably that wee true.I
think some of the birds vmm assembled for more than
a week before they finally got off, and the news would
gradually get around, and everybody would come on and m
0 2$2 f

8?,
Only a few of the hint birds wtM winter with
us, after the farms were opened. At first they newer
wintered there, hut after the farms were opened there
was a good deal of grain  stacks where they could
steal grain fromjnow and again you. would find a few
blue birds, and the ahlcafees, they wintered » very
snail fellows.
It was a great thing to see the passenger pigeon
passing oyer, and 3 c. .via  in tie Fall. There were
such intense flochs. They sometimes moved lack :md
forth in the Summer, hut in the "Fall it. was universal
'that they were clearing out  on the approach of Winter,
clearing out. I have seen flooks so large that they
were passing over from horison to horison in a contlnu*
ous strea®, all day long, and still passing over in
the evening, flying, perhaps» thirty or forty mile®
m hour, and sosetines, fifty Kile© an hour. In a
long day, they would fly a long distance.

88.
Is the early Spring, Juei as soon as the snow was
off, you would find "birdsj ©ftentixaes, that had


i

©Ome straight from the rice fields of Worth Carolina#
They wore up there in Wisconsin, eating acorns, before
the rice eror was off.
Think of a bird like that, in such countless
millions as. to hare a flock unbroken taking all day to
pass orer I Though they were % swift flying bird, they
still would require a whole day for a flock to pass
over, and that is putting it as mildly m* possible. Wow
nearly exterminated J So that the naturalist may spend
several years in searching for a single pair, so nearly
are they eaetermi®ated *
They arrived first in the Spring, just after the
snow had n^lted, lighted in the woods to eat acorns. A
single flock would sweep hundreds of acres perfectly
alean of acorns in a few minutes; go straight out vith
a broad front, and walk rapidly on, and gobble up the
aoorne, and probably before you got one or two of them
<?py.i?
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there was a constant flight, the rear constantly
heooraing the van, the rear flying oyer the hirsts in
front, like .% wheel, eov:ntantly turning over. In that
my they all got sc.re.

And

in the tall, when the wheat

was ripe, they would light in the wheat fields, and x
where beechnuts and hickory nuts were obtained in the
fall, they fed on those, and after everything wm
cleaned tap in the forth, and Winter was coming on, then
they went Southward again, and fed on rice,

md

so

forth. £he fast is, they eeeased to require a whole
OCntiuent almost to feed the®, fhe food war spread in
different latitudes, according to the season, and they
moved from one table to another, and were 00 abundantly
fed that they became incredibly numerous. In going
South when the rind was fair, and Winter coming on,
and if in the Indian Summer, the weather fine, they
flew high and followed each other, and the head of the
flock would he 100 miles in advance of the balance of
the flock. But in hip! winds, the head ones, they tor
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advantage of the ground, for flying comparatively
low, and every one of the birds following thtm would
drop constantly down, and tltere never eeeied to be any
hesitation in "how that flock followed the lead,.

They

eased to make every variation that the leadere did*
I have of fan thought that was curious.
The goose frequently 3 ighted or, the Winter wheat
which they were rery fond of when it wee green late in
the Fall.
msM

T^ey were very oireumsriftat \ usually flew

round and round, and' tried several timet to eee that
there was no one near, and then they would light. There
was no Chance to creep m> on them; you had to he hidden
before the flock arrived, and veil hidden.

It was

the ambiti n of all the cyo to he able to shoot wild
geese.

I never got hut two, and those I shot at one

©hot; and ,just aa illustrating a very curious things
when I went to pick my two geeoe up, one of thorn flew
away.

But he didn't fly far.

Ho had been wounded in
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the elbow, and Iran after him m& picked him up. At
I picked him up he gave a piercing cry of despair and
terror, I suppose, which was heard by the leader of
the flock, fhey had flown off in disorder, at first,
hut they gradually formed a harrowshaped flock in
the centre of the field, and the leader gradually got
that point of the harrow, of course, and although it
was quite a distance, at the very least If or 100
rods distant that he heard that ory, he left his place
at the head of the flock, and came hack flying in
great haste, flying and screaming, and struck at me. I
dodged clown., and held my hands oyer my head to prevent
M m from striking me.

I just miee»d a blow, T ny

strike with their heads, end can melee m pretty hard
stroke, I escaped with it just grazing my head, lor
eo shy a bird, knowing what a dangerous creature a

mm

was, it showed wonderful sympathy and courage to do
that. It seems strange for a pereor to say that he
was peeked by a wild goose.
$£#<?
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W© used to wonder how the wood ducks, how
the*© waft a pair that every year Bested in the top of
an oak stump. It war. hardly hollow at the top,
rebahly about twenty fe t high, and we uned to wonder

wW&
111
: h:

how they ewer pot the young enesst town, "because they
cur.ro* flv rvoh. I r. "Cr r?.n? ahtwt t hot yet. It
has never been solved. r« weed, to wonder whether the

I

mother took them on her hack, cr took them out with
her month, and lifted them down. I never found any*
"body rho could tell me that.

We offttn wondered the

first year we were in that wilderness, te actually

mm
Ml M
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could not holier© our senses.
Take for example, when we. first arrived we
found in looking. dom on the fountain take meadow on,

M

a sultry evening, the lightning hugs, as we called %
them, were so abundant, thoy Just sprinkled over the

Sfp
11111
.

whole meadow in countless thowsande and mil Hot*, and
each one slowly emitted a little light, as we found
% miVing the:' imdsr

nlass or tu bier.

Put they

were in such countless thousand©, and the effect was
otux^
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to cover the whole of that rasdow with a constant
quivering lightt which was a most marvellone sight.
And in looking (Sewn from the hill over that meadow,
I thought that perhaps all that sparkling was in my
eye, "because 1 had had so many experiences, "been in
so many fights, that I often saw all kinds of lights
in my eyes from the blows S So, in order to find out
whether the scene was real or not, I asked m brother
to corroborate »fr own observation.

I asked hi* if

he saw anything down in the meadow, and he said "Yes,*
it was a mass of quivering fire; 00 we had to believe
that it was something outside of us.

Then m applied

to thai Yankee who knew everything.
Then we were equally anxious to know whether
that mysterious sound of the drumming of the partridg*
es was something outside of us, or a peculiar and novel
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sound that was drumming In our headsi thought it was
really inside of us, too.

At first, 1 asked David

again1 "Do you hear anything?% He said "Why, yes. %
.  C V 2<?
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'<* rnt. *T* in// T>; it I:i S^5K! I i«o»i, boom, boom.*
And then I knew thai it was

mi,

possible tM we

could be th fee affected with something' in our "brains
to .cake if it «.iru. .. ing sound.

It waa otiir„ a while

before we discovered that that also

mm

a sound

outside of us,

ma

then w© beheld for the first ttee great

thunderstorms.

Ve watched the upbuilding of the cloud

xtsKtsfts lowtalas in the »%| glowing Sunbesten
pearl and alabaster adeatnwii, glorious with beauty,
arising vitV risible motion in the shy; and then, the
blackbroweo storm clouds , marching in awful raisety
across the landscape, trailing refreshing ehcsers
lib© eilkv panels, aver and anon, flashing down.white
ellrery lances, peeling and shattering a +<reo here
and there, and eemetln.es setting fire to the run:ky old
oak, while, we wondered shy all the trees were not
Jellied and burned.

And of tar time®, after storm day®,

the nights were darkened by the smooth continuous
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covering of sound!©as, ligbtntrigladen clouds, sudden
ly Illuminated by infinitely qui ok pvlsee , which showed
the whole landscape in noonday brightness* and then
a® suddenly darkened again,
Then we learned to know the cries of the
raccoons at nights; aid the redwing blackbirds f
after their nesting da « were ©ve* t and they 'ere
filled with the milk of the corn.
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Then, too. we marvelled at tmeh a creature as
we had never seen before  turtles  the sr^rping
turtles were ceirjum throughout the woods, and we
were delighted to find that they would snap at a
stick when held out, and hang on, and allow Pn W *
selves to be lifted up; and we viciously erased our
selves % holdtag our dog*ft say to them, and they
would snap or, xwt %xt*& to V. at, and he would then
run around snarling.
Bear wmrm com on, but very few of the neighbors.
otm%
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*** ootmtry tecnae settled, ever thought

of rimming a deer. It ma* only the Americana who
did that.

Uy brother killed* one deer. That was all

that wove killed by our U.ntly the whole time that we
aill

were in h'iaoonein. Soar are fond of " inter *ke.at
when It is a north o ao old, Just before the coming
of Winter, and our field he lug the first olanted in
that wilderness, within a radius of four miles, the
revr^ ?fe, am

4'

;; a in svevv n.<'ht.

'>f brother David vent out in tie* of full
moon, wu> hin shot

mfi

loaded *ith 'buck shot; and

within a little while, a deer and her fawn Jumped the
fence tra care in to fe^d  fhsy came un towajdt his
until within sixty or seventy  ar&s, and he was eur»
r.ri«*6 «rh«rj yft
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in % wysteriows any Met  dark, as if a cloud covered
threefourths of the disk. This proved to be an
eelipso.

We heard the shot he fired at the mother,

and vent out; and 0*0 ircedisteiy r
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fence* and took to hha >?©ods so«r gV had ccw fro®.
And then the fawn <1 mood about* bewildered* wondering
where its mother had ,'<>n«; "but finally it also went
off, jumping the fence to the vends* and we went out
to eee w lat David had found  to eon ah t he had kil
led; ard the roon ca,i» out full .train, tn«i we searched
again for % little while to see .if we could find the
wounded one, and while we stood outside in V e woods
we

thrrr rfour, led by t fine buefc.

?key would

walk rapidly a few yards, and then stop, listening;
and then a few yards, and so on. "But they didn't
hvr pen t

notice us, and we were standing only about

fifty yards from V am.

T was carrying the gun; David

had fired ftfcxxxSs at that fawn, so the gun was ewrty.
Fe hod loaded ore barrel, he told me. Tit he hardened,
to put the wad intended to sorer the shot in the empty
barrel t and. so «fce« we w»»e oli airr over the fence
the buckshot all rolled out, and when T fired at that
buck T knew by the sound that there was no shot in

C®.
there.

he declared that he hT loaded it, but in

the comma we found the xng wad.
"<e tot a Teat number of prairie cMclans. They
were very abundant at that time, and became still
mora abundant ae the wjeat field® were planted,

it

was one of the estrange sounds in that wilderness to
hear the r alee "hocesirr* In the mtiae season. they
as«w»ble& in f3ocke » about a dozen or two, on an
omen smt of ground, preferably in a ploughed field,
and ruffled up their feathers, and strutted like a
turkey,
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r.ake that
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beca* I

Sometimes a flock ©f swans would fly over,
hut very seldom.
he were "ond , toe, of ©hooting ducks, and we
got all kind of them, very fat, living on wild rise

and lily pads, and so forth. They would dive and
set the state of the "y ®phea f etc..

We were like

those boys I cr®, they want tr kill a bear, or sorethttif
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Ily ambition m to kill  toon,

1*0r ye*? re *r.d ye are

I was anxious to get a loon; and used to wonder at
their wild, lonely cry, that seemed like a sidbt .teug
aadofc sad laugh,  one of the wildest of all the sounds
of the wilderness,

T v ey were m beautiful in teir

white and black dress, and the white rings around
their necks, hut they were so heavy, and sat so low
in the water, nothing hut their heads showing, They
kept so far out that I never could get a shot, until
to my surprise, in the middle of Winter, I saw a loon
at the mouth of the inlet part of the lake, About an
acre was not frozen over, on account of the inlet
comic from sprir.:e, which, of course, did not freeae.
I saw that loop there.

I knew that a loon could not

fly out of that place. I don*t know how he could live
these j but he could not fly out of that email sheet
of water, for he had to have a half a mile in which
to rise.

Their wlnys are aa.le with reference m

7moh tr flying under the water as t^vh the air.
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"fh^n the loon dives, he moves a lour way. they
travel that distance not with paddling with their
fe**% hut hy ©imply flying under the water, and it
is by means of their flying through the water and
the swiftness of the blow they atrihe with their sharp
hill that they capture the fish.
So, I ran down and tookJr my gun, and got into
a heat 1 had on the marsh, and went down after that
loon.

Of course, h® dived, hut he had to cosa up

again, and could not g© in the air.

So I watched his

coming up, and then he would dive again, then cone
ur, and dive again, and so on  dlvinr folly half a
do sen tiroes,

So after ho had !iyec s  u her of ti as,

T >  vTned to have the gun pointed where he oar.e up,
and fired, and slightly wounded him, so ivat I could
push the boat alongside of him, got him by the neck,
and went off in triumph up to the house with my prise.
I carried him in ray armis, he didn't offer to strive
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with his bill , ami I put Mir. or. the floor, ,1ret under 
the hearth.of the stove with his head looklr.g out
into the kitchen.

He $u«t rested on his belly there,

Just exactly as if he wm stuffed, without faction;
and yet he held hie neck erect, and did not seer, to
be suffering fro® any wound; I could see no blood
anywhere.

His hi13 was fshaph, lib® a sharp pletare.
\\

sorae three ©r four inches long, and that bill wm
held perfectly hcriaentvtl, or level.

But the wonder

was that he difeH struggle or make the slightest
Koverent.

He sat there ,itwt as if ke wasstuffed

and set on a shelf.

We had a tortoiseshell cat, an

©Id for., who ms very fond of lying under the stove;
so fond, that It was difficult even to poke hi® out
with a broom.

Well, when he saw and smelt that fishy

bird, such % creature as he never had seen before, he
rushed wildly out of there, and went to the farkax
farther side of the kitchen, Just as far as he could
go, and looked back very suspiciously at hi® tunc fro®
OtW

lho.
a distance of, say sixteen feat or so, the width of
tim'mm.

He made a very careful study of that loon

at that safe distaste#

He became more and more

curious and interested, and with the utmost caution
would make an advance of a step or two and then step,
get that such nearer a view of Ms, and study hip
over againi the bird keeping absolutely motionless
he was encouraged to venture slowly forward, nearer
and nearer, until he was within perhaps five or six
feet of it.

Then I could see that bill  that danger*

©us bill * slowly being drawn backward, but still
held horizontal, and with so slow a motion, it was
barely visible, * not push faster than the notion of
the hour hand of a town clock, for example.

And he

drew that Mil back until his head was almost over hie
tail, but that change was affected with an invisible
slowness * fHH'u! any visible Ration.

T at enccur*

aged Tom some acre, and he got up probably within two
or three feet of that loon1® breast.
oiVtf

Bt nor, when
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he ear.® si thin a proper distance, the loon, who eri»
dently was a fine

t 1udre

of how far his spear would

reach, in marvellous contrast to the wonderful slow*
ness of the backward motion of his head, shot hat

foTMxrd (By Bore |) no swiftly that yen couldn't
see it.

The one potior ft'as renar/rahle for its slow

ness, while the other was remarkable for its swift
ness.

He s t r u c k t h a t Tom r i g h t i n t h e c e n t r e o f h i s

forehead, between the eyes,  right in the middle. I
should hare thought .it would hare gone through his
skull} rrsybe it did, for T don't know.

But the aston

ishment of that sat, and the rage, and pain, and
terror I Be made a noise that I newer heard a cat
make, before or since.

Re bounced straight up in

the air, about fit® or six feet, and

when he lighted

after iris spring, he rushed across the room and tried
madly to climb up on the hardfinished plaster wall.
Be was not satisfied to get the width of the room away,
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but he wanted to esoap© by ©limbing of the plaster wall
which ha couldn't do, but he made most frantic efforts
to do it before he men looked back. Ihen he finally
turned around in the farther corner of the room and
ventured to look hack, and saw that the loon was
still motionless there, and he would not likely tome
to him, he carefully commenced to examine hie wound.
It was curious to see hi® wet his paw, and then come
and feel Ms forehead. He kept wetting his paw, and
kept feeling that sore spot. Then he looked hack
at the loon, began gaininr courage, and finally began
growling I (How awfully hwvm

I As much as to say,

*?ou da ned rascalj what did you do that for?*).
T"' ore .is an awful lot of humanity in all of
the animals. Tou ©an see it when they are undergoing
intense e xp® rieneos.
I remember, too, some curious things (talking
about birds and animals).

